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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important building materials in the construction sector is concrete. Sand, gravel, and 
other coarse aggregates are combined with Portland cement or other hydraulic binding agents, water, and fine 
aggregates to create concrete. Sometimes, other ingredients, such as admixtures, are added to the mixture to 
give concrete particular qualities.One of the most important building materials in the construction sector is 
concrete. Sand, gravel, and other coarse aggregates are combined with Portland cement or other hydraulic 
binding agents, water, and fine aggregates to create concrete. Sometimes, other ingredients, such as admixtures, 
are added to the mixture to give concrete particular qualities [1]. Concrete is defined as a mixture of water, fine, 
and coarse aggregates, as well as Portland cement or other hydraulic cement kinds. The end product of this 
procedure is a dense mass that can build strong, long-lasting structural components. The concrete quality 
usually has a minimum compressive strength of 14.5 MPa, which is comparable to grade K-175 concrete, for 
structural components. The concrete's capacity to sustain the loads acting on the structure is indicated by its 
compressive strength [2]. 

Because of all of its benefits, concrete is used in construction very often. Excellent resistance to 
compression, moisture resistance, and shapeability in accordance with design specifications are all displayed by 
concrete [3]. In addition, concrete reduces sound transmission and offers fire protection. Because of these 
characteristics, concrete is the material of choice when building roads, bridges, buildings, and other structures 
[4]. In the construction sector, it is critical to have a thorough understanding of the properties of concrete and 
when to use it. Engineers and architects can plan and construct sturdy structures by understanding the type and 
quality of concrete required for different structural components [5]. 
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Abstract: In order to better understand the phenomenon of applying GEC reinforcement to RCC based on the 
percentage of surface crack pattern (PCP), this research will use e-glass epoxy composite laminate (GEC) to 
obtain the damage pattern of reinforced concrete column specimens (RCC) utilizing GEC. Additionally, it will 
compare the splitting tensile strength (STS) and SCP. In accordance with ASTM C496 guidelines, the RCC 
specimens used in this investigation had a cylindrical shape and measured 150 mm in length and 50 mm in 
diameter. GEC material, consisting of 0–4 layers of woven e-glass fiber sheets, was applied as an extra layer on 
top of the RCC. In compliance with ASTM C496 guidelines, a Universal Testing Machine (UTM) was used to 
perform the split tensile test. With the aid of Adobe Photoshop software, the Histogram approach was used to 
calculate the crack pattern's proportion. The study's findings demonstrated that the specimens reinforced with 
four layers of GEC exhibited the highest damage pattern. This suggests that the reinforced specimens must be 
subjected to a sizable load in order to be damaged. Hence, the damage that occurs in the specimens can be 
lessened by applying GEC layers on RCC. Further information about the performance of RCC reinforced with 
GEC is also provided by a comparison of the splitting tensile strength and the percentage of fracture pattern. 
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Only 10% to 15% of concrete's compressive strength is accounted for by its tensile strength. Because of 

this characteristic, tiny fissures in the concrete can appear and cause serious harm when loads are applied to it 
[6]. Fibers are added to the mixture to increase its tensile strength, resulting in a composite material made of 
fibers and concrete. It is anticipated that the fibers in the concrete mixture will function as micro-reinforcement, 
containing small cracks and preventing them from growing larger as a result of applied load, thus averting the 
concrete's structural collapse [7]. 

Fibers added to concrete can have a number of benefits. The resistance of the concrete mixture to tensile 
pressures can be increased by evenly dispersed fibers. The fibers in the concrete will stop minor cracks from 
getting bigger and preserve the structural integrity of the material when loads are applied. This lowers the 
possibility of failure and improves the concrete's resistance to applied loads [8]. One important development in 
the building sector is the incorporation of fibers into concrete. Using concrete-fiber composite materials has the 
benefit of increasing the tensile strength of concrete and reducing the possibility of cracks that could cause 
structural damage [9]. To guarantee that the finished concrete has sufficient tensile strength and dependable 
structural performance, it is crucial to take into account the unique fiber requirements and characteristics, as 
well as efficient fiber mixing and distribution techniques, during the planning and design of concrete structures 
[10]. 

Composite materials are multiphase systems created through the combination of two or more different 
types of materials. Fiber and matrix components are present in composites. The composite structure is shaped 
by the load-bearing framework material called fibers, which are bound together and kept in place by the matrix  
[11]. The matrix has characteristics that enable it to be cast or cut into the appropriate shape to meet the needs 
of the design. Materials that combine two or more distinct phases or elements, either chemically or physically, 
are called composites. These materials are built at micro, meso, or macro scales in intricate designs. In 
composites, the fibers and matrix combine to create a structure with certain qualities like high strength, 
resistance to corrosion, or favorable thermal properties [12]. Tensile strength and resistance to mechanical loads 
are provided by the fibers, and load transfer and damage prevention are functions of the matrix [13]. The 
development of stronger, lighter, and more durable materials has benefited from the use of composites in a 
number of industries, including construction, automotive, and aerospace. It is possible to explore creative 
composite development to satisfy a variety of application objectives by comprehending the characteristics of 
fiber and matrix materials as well as their interactions [14]. 

The exceptional resistance of borosilicate reinforcing fibers to chemicals and water is what makes them 
known as E-Glass fibers. In shipbuilding, these fibers are a popular kind of reinforcement [15]. Glass fiber 
reinforced polymers (GFRP), commonly referred to as E-Glass epoxy composites, are polymer matrix 
composites that are reinforced using E-Glass fibers. Outstanding characteristics of GFRP include a high 
strength-to-weight ratio and strength that is comparable to that of metals. Additionally, this composite has a 
number of benefits, including being colorless, translucent, lightweight, and not being constrained by the size of 
the object throughout the production process. As a result, GFRP is widely used in many industrial applications 
[16]. 

E-glass fibers are used as reinforcement in E-glass epoxy composites to give the required structural 
strength in the shipbuilding sector. These fibers can be used in harsh maritime situations because of their 
superior chemical and water resistance. Furthermore, GFRP's benefits—such as its high strength and light 
weight—make it a desirable substitute for metal in shipbuilding since it may lower weight and improve energy 
efficiency. Other industries, such as building construction, automotive, and aeronautics, also employ GFRP. 
Because of GFRP's benefits in terms of strength, sustainability, and design flexibility, it is frequently used in 
the creation of strong, lightweight structural components [17]. 

The value of indirect tensile strength derived from testing cylindrical concrete specimens is called 
splitting tensile strength (STS). The test specimen is positioned horizontally, parallel to the surface of the 
compression testing machine table, in order to perform the test [18], [19]. It is difficult to measure the tensile 
strength of concrete directly. Because it produces findings that accurately reflect the tensile strength, the 
splitting tensile strength test of concrete is therefore frequently conducted and the tensile strength value of the 
concrete may be ascertained. When designing concrete structural elements, splitting tensile strength is used to 
assess the material's shear resistance and establish the amount of time that reinforcement will take to form. 
Splitting tensile strength is generally less than flexural strength (modulus of rupture) but greater than direct 
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tensile strength. Finding the cylindrical specimens' splitting tensile strength is the goal of this testing technique. 
Concrete cylinder specimens, 50 mm in diameter and 150 mm in height, are put through compression testing in 
a horizontal position in a compression testing machine in order to find out how much splitting tensile strength 
the specimen can tolerate. Because of the specimen's cylindrical shape, tensile forces are applied to it, which 
results in the crack pattern seen in the splitting tensile test [20]. Figure 1 depicts the creation of the crack 
pattern. The external force or load applied to the specimen through a single point of loading is represented by 
load P. After entering the specimen, the load reverses course and applies force F along half of the cylinder's 
circumference plus ½ K on the specimen walls' surface. As a result, the specimen develops tensile tensions, 
which cause breaking [21]. 

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 1. Fundamental loading concepts in the specimen are (a) load start and (b) load direction 

When determining how many colors an object has, a histogram is a graphical depiction of the 
frequency distribution of each color value that is present in the image or object [22]. The analysis and 
visualization of the amount to which various color intensities are present in an object or image is done 
using histograms. Most often, histograms are used to analyze digital photographs. Pixels make up 
digital images, and every pixel has a unique color value. The histogram helps determine the frequency 
with which particular color values occur in the image. A horizontal axis that represents potential color 
values—for example, 0 to 255 in the case of 8-bit color depth images—usually makes up a histogram. 
The number of pixels in the image with a specific color value is shown on the vertical axis. You can 
determine which color patterns are dominant in the image by looking at the histogram. For instance, if 
a certain color value in the histogram has a peak at that value, it means that color occurs in the image 
much more frequently than other colors [23]. 

Additionally, histograms can be used for image processing tasks like color segmentation, histogram 
equalization, and contrast enhancement. Understanding the distribution of colors in an image helps you make 
judgments about how to edit or examine it. Histograms facilitate additional analysis and processing by offering 
a clearer picture of the color composition inside the image or item [24]. 

When testing material strength, crack pattern observation is an essential phase, particularly for failure 
analysis and design enhancement. Crack patterns can reveal important information about the causes of failure. 
Materials' fracture patterns can provide information regarding the kind of failure that took place, such as tensile, 
flexural, or melting failure [25]. Through an understanding of the origins and features of fracture patterns, 
engineers can spot any problems in manufacturing or design and take the appropriate action to stop failures in 
the future. Additionally, the way cracks appear in materials can reveal information about their strength and 
quality. Engineers can determine whether a material satisfies expected standards for strength and toughness by 
examining the patterns of cracks present in test specimens. It may be a sign that the material does not match the 
required specifications if the crack patterns do not match the set standards. Furthermore, observations of crack 
patterns can help with design advancements. Engineers can improve the strength and durability of materials by 
modifying the design by comprehending the process and locations of cracks. Observations of crack patterns 
can also provide information that can be utilized to enhance the production procedure or choose better 
materials. Finally, material crack patterns can reveal details regarding anticipated lifespan or service life. 
Engineers can anticipate the material's lifespan under similar operating conditions by examining and 
comprehending the features of crack patterns in materials subjected to loads or stress [26]. 
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 The goal of this study is to examine how changing the E-Glass fiber composite laminate (CEG) 
layer count affects the proportion of PCP on the surface of cylindrical concrete column specimens 
(CCS). examining the correlation between the percentage of fracture patterns (PCP) and splitting 
tensile strength (STS) for every version of CEG. analyzing the trade-off in the splitting tensile tests 
between higher splitting tensile strength and higher crack patterns in various CEG layers. 

2. METHOD 

RCC samples for this study were generated in accordance with ASTM C496 guidelines. A digital 
scale (SF-400 type) with a maximum capacity of 10 kg and an accuracy of 1 g was used to measure the 
mass of the sample. A 300 kN hydraulic Universal Testing Machine (UTM), model WEW-300D, was 
used to evaluate the tensile strength (Figure 2). The material used in this study was woven E-Glass 
fabric (Figure 3), which was molded using the vacuum bagging method and acting as the structural 
reinforcement for RCC. The epoxy resin that was utilized included both its hardener and Bisphenol A-
Epichlorohydrin kind. Composite Portland Cement was utilized, adhering to the 2014 SNI 7064 
standard. According to the ACI 308R-2016 standard, the concrete aggregate composition was cement, 
sand, gravel, and water steeped in clean water for 28 days, followed by another 28 days of air drying. 

 
Figure 2. Universal testing machine 

 
Figure 3. Woven E-Glass fiberglass 

The following stages are used to implement the E-Glass fabric layering technique in this study: (1) Using 
sandpaper and a cloth, clean the specimen's surface; (2) mix epoxy resin and hardener in a 1:1 compositional 
ratio (called C1); (3) coat the entire specimen with C1; (4) evenly adhere E-Glass fabric to the specimen's 
surface until it is completely covered; and (5) evenly reapply C1 over the E-Glass fabric. The preparation of a 
vacuum pump and vacuum chamber is step six. The vacuum chamber's inside is greased with oil to help 
separate the specimen from the chamber during the demolding process. (8) The specimen coated with E-Glass 
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fabric is inserted into the vacuum chamber, When the vacuum condition is reached, as indicated by zero 
pressure on the pump's manometer, the vacuum chamber is securely sealed and the vacuum pump is 
disconnected. (9) The vacuum chamber is tightly sealed using insulation to create a vacuum condition. (10) The 
vacuum pump is activated to remove air from the vacuum chamber. Several combinations of 1, 2, 3, and 4 
layers of E-Glass fabric were used in this investigation. Three RCC specimens devoid of E-Glass fabric layers 
were also constructed for comparison. 

Opening Adobe Photoshop and the image to be examined for crack patterns is the first step in the 
process of utilizing the program to evaluate damage patterns. Next, crop the picture so that its crack patterns 
may be examined. In the Photoshop menu bar, select "Image Size" and adjust the size to get the best possible 
image resolution. Make a new layer and modify the colors with the eyedropper tool. Trace the pattern to be 
examined by clicking on the pen tool. Select "Fill Path" to see the damage pattern's color. Save the graphic or 
picture that was examined. Next, use the "Color Range" function to choose the color of the damage pattern. To 
view pixel data from the damage pattern, pick "Histogram" from the "Edit" menu. The proportion of the 
damage pattern is then calculated by processing the data with Microsoft Excel software 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Damage patterns were seen on the surface of the RCC for varying numbers of E-Glass epoxy layers, 
which were 1, 2, 3, and 4 layers (G1, G2, G3, and G4), following the splitting tensile tests on RCC specimens 
coated with GEC, as shown in Figure 4. 

 
 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 

Figure 4. Specimen crack patterns: (a) G1, (b) G2, (c) G3, and (d) G4 

After that, Adobe Photoshop was utilized to help further define the crack patterns in the images. Black 
denotes a damaged specimen surface, while lighter colors show an undamaged specimen surface. Figure 5 
presents the findings. Figure 6 displays the findings of the Histogram technique computations for the 
percentage of damaged area on the specimen surface, or the percentage of crack patterns (PCP), with the use of 
Adobe Photoshop software. 

For every GEC modification, data were acquired from the average percentage of PCP calculations on the 
surface of the RCC, as illustrated in Figure 6. The average PCP on the surface of the RCC for a single layer of 
GEC (G1) is 4.06%. 6.69% is the average PCP for the two-layer GEC variation (G2). The average PCP for the 
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three-layer GEC variation (G3) is 6.93%. On the other hand, a notable rise in the average PCP is noted in the 
case of the four-layer GEC variation (G4), reaching 8.19%. 

 
 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 

Figure 5. Sketch of the surface crack patterns of the specimens: (a) G1, (b) G2, (c) G3, and (d) G4 

 
Figure 6. The results of PCP calculations on the specimen surface for each variation

 
Figure 7. The STS graph of GEC specimens for each variation 
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Figure 7 displays the average STS of CEG specimens for each variant. In the splitting tensile 
tests for each CEG variation, there is a link between STS and PCP based on the STS graph and when 
combined with the PCP graph. This data clearly shows that STS rises as the number of CEG layers 
grows, suggesting that the specimens' tensile strength increases with the application of more CEG 
layers. But PCP also rises as the number of CEG layers increases, suggesting the development of 
larger fissures. Consequently, in the splitting tensile tests, there is a trade-off between the increase in 
tensile strength and the increase in crack patterns in the various CEG layer variants. Put another way, 
the PCP rises along with STS when additional CEG layers are placed. This illustrates how the quantity 
of CEG layers in the specimens causes cracks to become more noticeable. Tensile strength and the 
percentage of crack patterns are hence trade-offs. An increase in the number of CEG layers is 
preferable if improving tensile strength is the main goal, even though this would result in a higher 
PCP. On the other hand, the number of CEG layers should be carefully examined if the goal is to 
reduce the percentage of crack patterns in order to prevent a major drop in tensile strength. 

3 CONCLUSION 

The PCP on the surface of RCC specimens is greatly influenced by the amount of CEG layers. 
The PCP tends to rise with the number of CEG layers applied. The number of CEG layers and STS 
have a favorable correlation. The STS of RCC specimens rises with the application of additional CEG 
layers. On the other hand, PCP rises in tandem with an increase in CEG layers. This suggests that 
improving tensile strength and increasing damage patterns are mutually exclusive. Increasing the 
amount of CEG layers will result in an increase in specimen crack patterns but will also improve 
tensile strength. This finding implies that a comprehensive analysis is needed to choose the 
appropriate number of CEG layers in a design or application, taking into account both increasing 
tensile strength and allowing for a certain amount of damage in the form of fracture patterns. 
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